‘Butterfly acoustical skin’ – new method of reducing aero acoustical noise for a quiet propeller
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Abstract: An experimental investigation was conducted on the effect ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ (metallic version of the lepidopterans scale coverage) on the acoustic performances of two-bladed propeller (diameter of 1200 mm, airfoil sections of NACA 2415, rotating speed of 1780 rpm, \( \text{Re} \approx 2 \times 10^5 \)) in a low-speed straight through a wind tunnel. Attention was initially directed to this problem by observation of the porous scales and porous scale coverage of lepidopterans as well as other studies indicating the noise suppression of flying lepidopterans by wing appendages. The property of the moth coverage allows these insects to overcome bat attacks at night. These appendages are very small (size: 30 – 200 µm) and have a various porous structures. I discuss both many different micro – and nanostructures of the porous scales, and many differences in details among various structures of the porous scale coverage of lepidopterans. I consider here only porous scales of butterflies \( \text{Papilio nireus}, \text{Nieris rapae}, \text{Deelias nigrina} \), male \( \text{Callophrys rubi} \), male \( \text{Polyommatus daphnis} \), butterfly \( \text{Papilio palinurus} \) as well as porous scale coverage of cabbage moth, moth of Saturniidae family and moth of Noctuoidea family. The evolutionary history of lepidopterans and the properties of lepidopterans scale coverage are briefly discussed as well as different methods of reducing aero acoustic noise of aircrafts.

The design of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a hollow region imitates the cover hollow wing scale of the \( \text{Papilio nireus} \) butterfly. The design of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a porous region imitates the cover hollow wing scale of the \( \text{Pieris rapae} \) butterfly, and from the cover hollow wing scale of the \( \text{Delieas nigrina} \) butterfly. Results indicate that the total sound pressure level of the rotating propeller with hollow skin is more than 2 dB lower with respect to the one with the smooth skin; and the total sound pressure level of the rotating propeller with the porous hollow skin is more than 4 dB lower with respect to the one with the smooth skin. The modification of acoustical effects on the rotating propeller with smooth ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a porous region was found to be to an acoustic absorption and to a dissipation of turbulent energy and to a reducing influence on noise generated. The same principles of the propeller noise reduction mechanism can explain by smooth ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a hollow region.
1. Introduction

Bio mimicry, sometimes called bionics, is the application of biological processes and forms found in nature to the study design of engineering systems [1]. For example, most owl species can approach their prey at the dead of night without being detected due to the uniqueness of their wings [2, 3]. The first report on the silent flight of owls, and description of the special adaptations of the owl feathers responsible for the quiet flight was given by Graham [4]. He identified three peculiarities of the owl feathers that are responsible for the quiet flight: the leading edge comb, the porous fringe on the trailing edge, and the downy upper surface of the feathers. The ability to fly silently has long been a source of inspiration for finding solution for quieter flight and fluid machinery. After more than a century the research regarding the mechanism that enables the nearly silent flight of owls remain an interesting field for theoretical and experimental research. Many of these mechanisms have already been tested for their applicability in technical airfoils, resulting for example in saw tooth [5] or serrated trailing edges [6], comb-like or brush-like flow-permeable trailing edges [7, 8] or porous airfoils [9]. These basic researches were often useful to design new axial fans which reduce noise emissions [10], design of future aircraft [11] and wind turbine blade [12].

1.1 Moths scale coverage vs. bats acoustic location

Bats and moths have been engaged in acoustic warfare for more than 60 million years. The interactions between bats and moths often been termed ‘an arms race’ (Figure 1). Moths and bats (order Chiroptera) are active by night. Most butterflies and moths live for just a few days and must evade predators and find food and a mate. Some moths use the method to reduce their conspicuousness (by the porous structure of scale coverage) to acoustic locating bats. Most Chiropterans orient in the environment, and capture prey in the dark with the use of acoustic location. There are two types of acoustic locations: the passive acoustic location which involves the detection of sound or vibration created by the insect being detected which is then analyzed to determine the location of the object; and active acoustic location which involves the creation of ultrasound in order to produce an echo, which is then analyzed to determine the size [13], the shape [14], and the texture [15] of the prey.

Noise and vibration in flying insects generally arise from two sources: the flapping wings and the oscillating sections of the thorax. These two sources far outweigh all other noise sources in flying insects. The observation that the noise of a flying insect is reduced by the moth scales was first measured by I.S. Kovalev [16]. He identified two peculiarities of the moth scale coverage that are responsible for the quiet flight: porous structure of wing appendages and porous structure of moth body coverage. The coverage and the scales convert the acoustic energy into heat. Moreover, laboratory experiments by I.S. Kovalev and A.K. Brodsky [17] showed that the presence of scales minimized the vibration of the flapping butterfly. Therefore the flapping flight of most moth species is silent and not audible to man and, more important, to their predators: bats and owls. In other words, the detection of flying moths by the passive acoustic location is difficult for predators.
The active acoustic location is far more effective than the passive acoustic location. Typical FM bats make a series of very short chirps. The observation that the moth scale coverage insignificantly reduces the potential of the reflected ultrasound signal from a flying moth with bending wings was first measured by Roeder [18]. Kovalev’s studies [19], Ntelezos’s et al. studies [20], Zeng’s et al. studies [21] as well as Shen’s et al. studies [22] showed that the coverage of the flat plate wing absorbs more effective energy of an ultrasound signal than one of the bending wing [18]. When an ultrasound wave strikes the moth surface, part of bat’s calls is transformed into heat in the scale coverage or transformed through thin layers of a wing chitin [19, 21 and 22], therefore the detection of the object (moth) by active acoustic location is difficult for the bat. This way, the property of the moth coverage allows the insect to overcome predator’s attack at night. These facts motivated the work presented in this paper.

1.2 Porous scales and porous scale coverage of lepidopterans

Butterflies and moths both belong to the insect order Lepidoptera. These insects are usually called lepidopterans [23]. The world “Lepidoptera” is derived from the Greek word meaning “scale wing”. The surface of the wings of these insects is covered with millions of tiny movable appendages – scales (30-200 μm in size) [24] (Figure 2. a, b). These appendages are arranged in highly ordered rows in the same fashion as slate tiles on a roof. There are normally two types of chitinous scales tiled distally on each of the dorsal surfaces (also called upper wing surface) and ventral surfaces (also called lower wing surface) of Lepidoptera wings: the basal scales Ba, which lie directly above the wing lamina, and the cover scales Co, which overlay these [25].

The micro – and nanostructure of the Lepidoptera wing scales is a true miracle of nature. Each scale is attached to the wing membrane by short stalk St (Figure 2. c) and resembles dorsoventrally flattened sacs with an upper UL (also called obverse) and lower LL (also called reverse) lamina (Figure 2. d). The structure of the reverse lamina is generally undifferentiated. Both surfaces of the lamina are smooth, whereas the obverse lamina may possess an intricate architecture, typically composed of a series of longitudinal ridges Lr. Dorsal outgrowths of these, termed lamellae L (also called scutes), overlap anteriorly and may vary in the angle to which they are oriented with respect to the obverse lamina. Further outgrowths or flutes F1 are often located laterally on the ridges and may extend between them, forming cross ribs Cr. These scale structures (longitudinal ridges and cross ribs) produce a colorful iridescence from reflected sunlight [26]. Cross ribs Cr and longitudinal ridges frame open pores to the scale interior [25]. The average size of the open pores is 1 × 1 μm; the obverse lamina has porosities from 40 to 50 percent. These structures are joined to the
reverse lamina by vertical supports or trabeculae $T$ and the region between the trabeculae is termed the lumen $Lu$. The inverted V-profile of the longitudinal ridges form through micro pores, which are disposed between the rough upper lamina and smooth lower lamina. The average size of the through micro pores is from 1 to 1.5μm.
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Figure 2. a. Dorsal wing surface of butterfly Danaus plexippus. b. Dorsal forewing of MicroPterigoidea moth showing cover scales (Co) overlaying basal scales (Ba). c. Hollow scale indicating the longitudinal ridges (Lr) and the short stalk (St). d. Nanostructure (vertical cross-section) of a cover hollow scale of butterfly Danaus plexippus, drawn in axonometric [27], where UL - upper lamina, LL – lower lamina, L – lamella, Lu – lumen, Lr - longitudinal ridges, Cr – cross rib, Fl – flute, T – trabecular.

This type of cover appendages is called porous scales [28 and 29] (also called hollow scales [30]). This construction of scales (Figure 2. d) is highly malleable, allowing extravagantly varying structures and shapes of the cover appendages, allowing many different micro – and nanostructures of scales to occur on lepidopterans wings. Actually, three types of porous scales of insect order Lepidoptera have been identified: mono-layered, double-layered and multi-layered. Mono-layered scales have only one porous layer – upper lamina plus solid lower lamina; double-layered scales have both porous layer and porous chitin structure PS plus solid lower lamina; multi-layered scales have three and more porous layers plus solid lower lamina (Figure 3).

First, I consider the mono-layered porous scales. The cover scales of the butterflies Papilio nireus (Figure 3. a, b) and Danaus plexippus (Figure 2. a, d) are mono-layered. The porous structure of UL of Papilio nireus scale has porosity values over 60 – 70 percent; the pore diameter is 240 nm (table), the scale thickness (without ridges Lr) is 3μm [31].

Next, I consider the double-layered porous scales. The cover scales of the butterflies Callophrys rubi (Figure 3.c), Polyommatus daphnis (Figure 3.e), Delias nigrina (Figure 3. h) and Pieris rapae (Figure 3. j) are double-layered. Porous chitin structure has been identified in the lumen of the butterfly Callophrys rubi (Figure 3. d) and the butterfly Polyommatus daphnis (Figure 3. f). This
type of porous structure is called ‘cuticle crystal’ [32]. The porous structure of Callophrys rubi scale has porosity values over 50-60 percent; the average diameter of the pores is 257±25 nm, the scale thickness (without ridges Lr) is 2μm [33]. The porosity of Polyommatus daphnis scale is high, with void volumes of 60-70 percent, and the largest pore diameters are about from 200 to 300 nm, the scale thickness (without ridges Lr) is 1.5μm. The micro – and nanostructure of upper lamina of these porous scales (Figure 3. d, f) is similar to the micro – and nanostructure of obverse lamina of the butterfly Danaus plexippus scales (Figure 2. d).

Another type of porous structure has been identified in the lumen of the butterfly Delias nigrina (Figure 3.g) and the butterfly Pieris rapae (Figure 3. i). The cover appendages of these butterflies are abundantly studded with micro beads (MB) (Figure 3. h and Figure 3. j) [34]. This type of PS has been classified as ‘pigment granules’ [34]. Every granule is elongated micro ovoid with dimensions of 100-500 nm [34]. The obverse lamina of Delias nigrina scale (Figure 3.h) has porosities from 40 to 50 per cent; the PS of these butterfly appendages has porosity values over 30-40 per cent, the scale thickness (without ridges Lr) is 1.5 μm. The upper lamina of Pieris rapae (Figure 3.j) scale has porosities from 50 to 60 per cent; the porous structure of the scale has porosity values of over 30-40 per cent, the scale thickness (without ridges) is 1.5μm.

Finally, I consider the multi-layered porous scales. The cover scales of the butterfly Papilio palinurus (Figure 3. l). Papilio palinurus appendage has 9 layers of cuticle scutes with air region. The cuticle lamella thickness is 102 nm; the air region thickness is 108 nm. The porous structure of Papilio palinurus scale has porosity values of over 50 – 60 percent; the average diameter of the pores is 175±25 nm [35].

Figure 3 a. Dorsal wing surfaces of butterfly Papilio nireus. b. Nanostructure (vertical cross-section) of a cover porous scale of Papilio nireus, drawn in 30° isometric [31, 36]. c. Green ventral wing
surfaces of male *Callophrys rubi*. d. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) showing a transverse view of a cover porous scale of *Callophrys rubi* [37] in axonometric plane. e. Dorsal wing surfaces of male *Polyommatus daphnis*. f. SEM showing a plane view of a cover porous scale of *Polyommatus daphnis* in axonometric plane [38]. g. Dorsal wing surfaces of butterfly *Delias nigrina*. h. SEM showing a plane view of cover porous scale of *Delias nigrina*. The scales are studded with pigment granules MB [34]. i. Ventral wing surfaces of butterfly *Pieris rapae*. j. SEM showing a plan view of cover porous scale from *Pieris rapae*. k. Dorsal wing surfaces of butterfly *Papilio palinurus*. l. SEM showing a transverse view of a cover porous scale of *Papilio palinurus* in axonometric plane.

**Ps** – porous chitin structure, **Lr** - longitudinal ridges, **MB** – micro beads, **UL** - upper lamina, **LL** – lower lamina, **Lu** – lumen, **T** – trabecular.

**Table 1** The porosities of the scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Butterfly</th>
<th>Type of porous scale</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Porosity values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danaus plexippus</td>
<td>mono-layered</td>
<td>60-70*</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papilio nireus</td>
<td>mono-layered</td>
<td>60-70*</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Callophrys rubi</em></td>
<td>double-layered</td>
<td>50-60**</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polyommatus daphnis</em></td>
<td>double-layered</td>
<td>60-70**</td>
<td>200-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Delias nigrina</em></td>
<td>double-layered</td>
<td>30-40**</td>
<td>150-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pieris rapae</em></td>
<td>double-layered</td>
<td>30-40**</td>
<td>150-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Papilio palinurus</em></td>
<td>multi-layered</td>
<td>50-60***</td>
<td>200-300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*- for **UL, **- for PS, ***- for **UL and **PS.

On top of all this, there are normally two qualitatively different facing surfaces of the *Lepidoptera* porous scales: the rough porous surface, which has a high concentration of longitudinal ridges and of cross ribs on the obverse lamina, and the smooth porous surface, which has a low concentration of the fine micro – and nanostructures on the upper lamina [39]. For example, the facing surface of the porous scales of the butterfly *Papilio palinurus* (Figure 3. l) and butterfly *Papilio nireus* (Figure 3. b) is smooth; while the facing surface of the porous scales of the butterfly *Danaus plexippus* (Figure 2. d), butterfly *Callophrys rubi* (Figure 3. d, butterfly *Polyommatus daphnis* (Figure 3. f), butterfly *Delias nigrina* (Figure 3. h) and butterfly *Pieris rapae* (Figure 3. j) is rough. Moreover, the surfaces of the wings of the butterfly *Papilio ulysses* are covered with scales both with rough facing surface and with smooth facing surface [39].

In most butterflies there is one layer of these scales or two distinct layers on insect wings. As a rule, the scale coverage of the sub marginal area (wing tip) on moth wings is mono-layered, and one of the basal area (wing root) of the wings is multi-layered. The wing appendages of multi-layered coverage are separated by micro pores (also called scale clearances **SC** (Figure 4.b)). The moth scale coverage is more compound than the butterfly scale coverage. For example, the thickness of the scale coverage on a forewing of cabbage moth *Barathra Brassicae L.* [40] and the height of the scale clearance are decreased in direction from the basal area to the sub marginal area, and in direction from the costa (leading) edge to the trailing edge. In general, the scale clearance of the ventral surface of the wing is larger than the clear spacing of the dorsal surface (Figure 3.b) [41]. Moreover, the appendages coverage of the moth *Barathra Brassicae* wings has the surface density value of over 390-2600 scales per square millimeter. In the same way, wing appendages coverage of a moth has double porosity. On the one hand, the pores (scale clearance) are formed by scales (Figure 4.b); on the second hand, the pores are formed by the cross ribs and the longitudinal ridges on the upper lamina. On the whole, the scale coverage of lepidopterans can be classified as thin type.
and as thick type. The first type of lepidopterans scale coverage is butterfly coverage; the second type is moth coverage.
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Figure 4 a. Dorsal wing surface of cabbage moth *Barathra Brassicae*. b. Structure of scale coverage on forewing of cabbage moth *Barathra Brassicae* (SC - scale clearance) [41], c. A moth of *Saturniidae* family, d. A front view of a moth’s head (Noctuoidea family).

In contrast to the butterflies, all body parts (a head, a thorax and an abdomen) of the moths are covered with abundant appendages (scales and micro bristles) (Figure 4). The lepidopterans appendages, and accordingly, the scale clearances (which are formed by these appendages), can be arranged parallel to the body surfaces, at an inclination with respect to the body surfaces, and normal to these surfaces. For example, the wing scales of butterflies and the ones of the sub marginal area on moth wings are organized parallel to the wing surfaces (Figure 2. b and 4. b); the
appendages of a head, of a thorax and of an abdomen (*Saturniidae* family) are arranged at an inclination with respect to the body surfaces (Figure 4. c); the appendages of a head vertex, a frons and insect genae (*Noctuoidea* family) are organized normal to the surfaces (Figure 4. d).

### 1.3 An evolutionary history of lepidopterans and properties of lepidopterans scale coverage

There are some peculiarities with butterflies: they are the youngest insects in terms of their evolutionary history. The ancestors of present day butterflies flitted into air about 40-50 million years ago (the mid Eocene epoch) [42]. Moth evolved long before butterflies. *Archaelepis mane* is the earliest known lepidopteran fossil. It dates from the Lower Jurassic (ca 190 million years ago [43]).

Through natural selection, butterflies have been experimenting with scale microstructure and scale coverage for many million years. The scale microstructure and scale coverage of lepidopterans are multifunctional. Laboratory and nature examinations showed that the presence of the scales serve several functions: (i) increase the lift of wings of the nocturnal moth (*Catoealer*) [44], (ii) extend the movement capability of moth *Tinea tapotialla T*. [45], (iii) are involved in the process of temperature control of the body [46], (iv) confer some colors to lepidopterans [47]: mate color [48 and 49], warning color [50], camouflage color or mimicry [51], (v) absorb or reflect sunlight [52 and 53], (vi) generat sound [54] and (vii) protect insects from becoming ensnared in spider webs [55].

In addition, among all present day insects, lepidopterans with scale coverage are the record holders of two titles: long distance travel (butterfly *Danaus plexippus L.*) and flight speed (the flight speed of the moth *Agrotis ipsilo* was 113 km/h) [56].

We, thus, see that among lepidopterans, there are considerable differences in the micro – and nanostructure both of the porous scales and of the porous scales coverage. These can be correlated with the very different functions which these appendages serve.

### 1.4 Propeller

A propeller is a type of aeronautical propulsion system that transmits power by converting rotational motion into thrust. A history of aerodynamic propeller usually begins with mention of the Chinese flying top (ca. 400 B.C.) which was a stick with a propeller on top, which was spun by hands and released [57]. Among da Vinci’s works (late 15th century) there were sketches of a machine for vertical flight using a screw-type propeller. The Wright brothers designed and tested aerodynamic propellers, and made the first powered flight in 1903 (Figure 5. a). Propellers were the first means of powering airplanes, preceding all other means of propulsion by about 40 years. Propellers were used extensively through 1940’s. Although there have been many refinements to propellers through the years, the general appearance of the propellers has changed little (Figure 5).

An aircraft propeller can be described as an open, rotating and bladed device [58]. Today, a renewed attention is being focused on the first aeronautical propulsion device - the propeller. This is due to the increased use of unmanned aerial vehicles [59], the growing market of general aviation, the increasing interest in ultra-light categories or light sport air vehicles, and the growing importance of environmental issues that have led to the development of all-electric emissionless aircrafts [59].
One of the most disturbing problems of propeller-driven aircraft was and still is their noise, which may limit the aircraft’s operation. On the whole, the frequency range for human hearing, commonly referred to as audio frequencies, is typically cited as approximately 20 Hz - 20 KHz [60]. And while the human ear is sensitive to sounds between 0 and 140 dB, the sound level (140 dB) is too painful to the listener [61]. In propeller-based propulsion systems, the main sources of noise are the engine and the propeller. Propeller aircraft noise reduction has been studied since the early days of aviation. Initially the need for noise reduction was coupled with the need for reduced detectability in military operations [62]. Noise generated by aircrafts can propagate into the airport neighborhood and into the aircraft interior causing annoyance and discomfort of residents and passengers [63]. For example: the noise generated from the propeller of the aircraft XF 84 H was 135 dB and reportedly heard as far away as 40 km. This aircraft was not very popular with pilots. The propeller – driven strategic bomber Tu – 95 is considered to be the noisiest flying machine in current world aircraft. US submarines can detect the aircraft flying high overhead through their sonar domes while still underwater.

The acoustic signature of military aircraft has a significant effect on their detection. The importance of noise signature of propeller-driven air vehicles was already noticed during the 1960s [64]. Today, with the increased use of propeller-driven vehicles, there is a renewed interest in reducing the noise of propellers [65]. Many airports around the world impose strict limitations on noise level permitted during day or night.

The noise spectrum of a rotating propeller is caused by different sources and is usually classified in a broadband part and in a narrowband part (harmonic part or tonal noise). The broadband noise is generated by the rotating propeller due to all random aerodynamic behavior; more specifically it is the result of the propeller interaction with turbulence. It is usually distributed over a wide range of frequencies and typically not periodic. The tonal noise is generated from the propeller blade airfoil.

Figure 5 Wright brothers’ propeller, b. Sopwith Camel propeller (1918), c. UWA – 0036 propeller (1943), d. Dowty R391 propeller (1996).
at a discrete frequency about 20 dB above the background broadband level. It is usually distributed over narrow range of frequencies and periodic. Many studies have been published on the characteristics and occurrence mechanisms of these noises [66, 67 and 68].

1.5 Methods of reducing aero acoustic noise

The noise of aircraft can be reduced by blade geometry modification of propeller, or by use porous sound-absorbing materials, also by porous media.

1.5.1 Blade geometry modification

Reducing the engine noise can be achieved by developing a suitable exhaust pipe or by using electric motors [69]. In the literature, three of the most prevalent methods of reducing aero acoustic noise (RAAN) from the propeller are presented. One of the most commonly known methods of RAAN is a blade geometry modification. It is well known, that different parameters in details among various designs, such as number of blades, blade shape, propeller diameter, blade pitch, trailing edge geometrical modifications and propeller blade fineness have impact on acoustic noise [70]. The propeller noise can be reduced by increasing blade sweep, reduction of blade thickness and reduction of tip speed [58].

1.5.2 Porous noise-absorbing materials

An alternative method of RAAN is made of a body material alteration. In most engineering constructions the bodies are made of rigid material. The aerodynamic surfaces of propeller driven aircraft are, traditionally, smooth and solid. If this material is replaced by a porous material, a reduction of the noise generated may be observed. In this context the term porous sound-absorbing material is applied to materials which have open and interconnected pores, so that air flow may enter through them. Porous sound-absorbing materials can be classified as cellular, fibrous or granular; this is based on their microscopic configurations. These materials can be formed by single grains, having solid structure, and by double porosity grains, having porous structure. Sound-absorbing materials absorb most of the sound energy striking them and reflect very little. The approach of porous material application for flow noise reduction was the subject to a number of studies in the past. Hayden R. and Chanaud [71] propose foil structures with reduced sound generation, claiming a considerable reduction of sound power levels for model scale airfoil. Some experimental studies conclude that fan noise can be reduced of 5 dB by the application of porous material blades [72 and 73]. Experiments on a model scale wing of a Lockheed L 1011 with flaps with porous surfaces have shown a noise reduction between 0 and 2 dB [74], depending on the parameters of the porous material used. For the reduction of rotor and turbo machinery noise for the vane leading edge the use of porous material was considered [75]. More recently, a number of numerical studies have focused on the application of porous material for slat trailing edges [76], on rotor trips [77], as well as turbo fan stator vanes [78].

While it is agreed that the application of porous materials may have an important potential for flow noise reduction [79 and 80], it is also stated that it is necessary to qualitative determine the effect of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ on the rotating propeller acoustic.

1.5.3 Porous media

Porous media, such as screens and perforated plates, have been widely used in fluid dynamics studies since the 1940s [81]. These applications mostly occurred in the areas of
production/reduction of turbulence and the creation/elimination of large scale velocity or flow pressure. Important examples are the use of screens to minimize flow turbulence in wind tunnels [82], applications in boundary layer control [83] and reduction of aerodynamic forces.

1.5.3.1 Acoustic liner and micro perforated panel

Another method of RAAN to traditional sound absorbers made from porous materials is using acoustic liners (AL) (Figure 5. a) and micro perforated panels (MPP) (Figure 5. b). Liners (Figure 5. a) are applied on the internal walls of engine intakes and bypass ducts, in order to attenuate the fan noise while it propagates through the ducts before it is radiated to the exterior. The engine duct liners consists of a porous facing sheet (PFS) backed by a single layer of cellular separator such honeycomb cells (HC) with solid backing sheet (SBS). The acoustic performance of such liners is strongly dependent on the depth of the cell(s). Typical liner cell depth is from 38 mm to 76 mm; hole diameter is from 1 mm to 2.4 mm; face sheet thickness is from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm, and percent open area is from 6.4% to 13.2% [84]. The fundamental absorbing mechanism of the AL is Helmholtz – resonance absorption. The MPP (Figure 5. b) has been introduced by D.-Y. Maa [85] and was devised to absorb sound, reducing its intensity. The MPP consists of porous facing sheet with air-back cavity (AC) and solid backing sheet. Typical MPP is from 0.5 mm to 2 mm thick; the holes cover from 0.5% to 2% of the plate. Hole diameters are usually less than 1 mm, typically from 0.05 mm to 0.5 mm. The fundamental absorbing mechanism of the MPP is to convert acoustical energy into heat.

![Figure 5. Porous medias](image)


POS – porous outer surface, PR – plenum region, SIS – solid inner surface, PS - porous surface, RC - resonant chambers, SV –soft vane, Ri - ridge, UW - upper metal, LW - lower metal wall; PFS - porous facing sheet; SBS -solid backing sheet; HC - honeycomb cells; AC - air cavity.
1.5.3.2 Passive porosity

In a later application, since the 1980s, the porous medium is in the form of a porous outer surface (POS), exposed to the flow at any given incidence. The system also includes a solid inner surface (SIS) such as the volume between the two forms of plenum region (PR) that is filled with the same fluid flowing over the outer surface [86]. This arrangement, known as passive porosity (Figure 5. c), redistributes pressure on the outer surface by establishing communication between regions of high and low pressure through the plenum. The pressure redistribution, which is associated with a minute transfer of mass into and out of the plenum, changes the effective aerodynamic shape of the outer surface. Typical hole diameter of passive porosity is around from 0.5 mm to 1.25 mm; skin thickness is around 0.5 mm; porosity is 22±10% (Figure 5. c). Passive porosity was used to reduce wave drag [87], and to reduce large side forces [88]. Passive porosity was also used to reduce the interaction noise in turbo machinery, for example, the noise reduction of a stator vane by passive porosity was 2.5 dB [78].

1.5.3.3 Soft vane

Another aircraft noise reduction concept was developed by NASA over the last ten years [89]. This concept is the soft vane, wherein a portion of the fan exit guide vane surface is made porous to allow communication between pressure fluctuations at the vane surface and multiple, internal resonant chambers or Helmholtz resonators (the internal chambers are skewed (not perpendicular to the porous surface) (Figure 5. d)). The arrangement provides acoustic absorption by inducing viscous dissipation at internal solid structure surface. For soft vanes, approximately 2 dB noise reduction was achieved [89]. The hole diameter of perforated sheet is around 0.635 mm; face sheet thickness is around 0.635 mm and porosity is 15 per cents.

1.6 ‘Butterfly skin’

Experimental investigations of the wing skin, called ‘butterfly skin’ (metallic version of the butterfly scale) (Figure 5. e) showed that this skin modified the effects and the vibration performance on the airfoil. On the one hand, ‘butterfly skin’ increased the lift force. On the other hand, the wing skin reduced the vibration duration and the frequency of an oscillation airfoil [27 and 41]. The ‘butterfly skin’ imitated the hollow wing scale (Figure 2. d). This skin was 333 times life size (the thickness was 1 mm) (Figure 5. e). ‘Butterfly skin’ was composed by two layers. The upper metal wall \( UW \) and the lower metal wall \( LW \) were separated by an air cavity (0.4 – 0.7 mm in clear spacing). Both sides of the upper wall were covered with a large number of span wise grooves. The depth of each groove was 0.5 mm. The ridges \( Ri \) (spacing 1 mm) with an inverted V-profile were formed between grooves. The grooves of the external surface were provided with lines of perforations (each opening was 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm in size). The inverted V-profile of the ridges formed the channels, which were disposed between the upper metal wall and lower wall. The lower metal wall was similar to a thin sheet. The internal surfaces of the recesses were covered with a large number of micro corrugations, which were perpendicular to the ridges \( Ri \), and to the flow of surrounding air 1. The depth of each corrugation was 0.05 mm [90].

The principal concern of this study is to determine the effect of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ (metallic version of the lepidopterans porous scale) on the acoustic performances of two-bladed propeller.
2. Material and experimental methods.

2.1 Wind-tunnel

The aero acoustic features of low-speed propellers were tested in the Zaporozhe Machine-Building Design Bureau (ZMBDB) low speed straight through a wind-tunnel (Figure 6). Air was driven from a high pressure storage \( HPS \) through the valve \( V_a \) into a wide chamber \( WC \) with a low velocity. A screen \( S \) of wire gauze helped to equalize the velocity, across the cross-section of the chamber. A honeycomb \( H \) ensured that there was no large-scale swirling around in the channel, and that the air traveled along it in straight lines. The irregularity of wind of the wide chamber was swamped by the large space. Thus a uniform increase in velocity that occurred when the air passed through the narrower nozzle \( N \) (diameter of 2000 mm) was attained. A contraction section of the nozzle was designed using a matched pair of cubic curves. Thus, the airstream in the working section was uniform (the drift of the free stream velocity was less than about 0.9%) and laminar (the free stream turbulence level was less than 0.5% of the free stream velocity). The air speed of the wind tunnel was 30 m/s. One typical Reynolds based on chord length on this wind speed was 200000.

Test section winds were measured using a Pitot-static tube connected to a Datometric Barocel Electronic Manometer. Pressure differences down to 0.0001 in H\( _2 \)O could then be measured. Turbulent velocity data and mean speed were also measured by using a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer. Air temperature was maintained at 20°C.

All aero acoustic tests were carried out on two bladed propellers in the square anechoic room (length was 6 m, width was 4 m, and the height was 3 m) lined with absorptive acoustic wedges. Room location was at the Research Center of ZMBDB. The energy cut-off of the anechoic wedges had a sound absorption coefficient at normal incidence greater than 0.99. The collector was downstream of the test section. Noise-absorbing furry materials were attached to the surface of the collector to reduce the interaction noise between the open jet and the collector. The background noise was about 34 dB at a free stream velocity of 30.0 m/s. Figure 6 shows a picture of the chamber and a sketch of the layout of the experimental setup.

Figure 6 Scheme of the ZMBDB wind tunnel.

- a. Axonometric view of the ZMBDB wind tunnel, b. Transverse view (along the longitudinal axis \( LA \)) of experimental apparatus installed in the ZMBDB wind tunnel open test section.
AL – Acoustic lining, P – propeller; Mi – microphone; M – motor; C – collector; H - honeycomb flow straightened; HPS - high pressure storage; N - nozzle; S – screen; Va – valve; WC - wide chamber, TSL - turbulent shear layer, SS - supporting strut, LA - longitudinal axis of the wind-tunnel.

The measurements of noise were made during the evolution of the low-speed propellers in the square anechoic room. The acoustic instruments were produced by Brüel and Kjær and consisted in a sound and vibration analyzer Pulse-X3570 integrated with FFT and CPB analysis tools, a Nexus 2690 amplifier and 1 free field ¼” microphones type 4939 with a dynamic range of 28 Hz to 164 kHz, 200 V polarization. The sensitivity calibrated at 250 Hz by using piston phone type 4228 with ¼” adaptor DP 0775. The narrowband sound pressure level spectra were computed with a Fast Fourier Transform size of 8192, giving a frequency resolution of 0.2 Hz. The sampling frequency of acoustic instruments spans from 0.026 Hz to 28 Hz, depending on the maximum frequency to measure, and on the number of lines of discretization. In these measurements I have adopted a resolution in the range 0.026 – 0.25 Hz, which guarantees a quite sharp definition of the acoustic discrete tones. The temperature and humidity inside the anechoic room were recorded to enable computation of the atmospheric absorption. The sound pressure levels (SPL) spectra were corrected for actuator response free-field correction, and atmospheric absorption. The overall sound pressure level (OSPL) was calculated through integration of SPL spectrum.

Previous theoretical predictions [91 and 92] and experimental researches [93] showed that, when the observer/microphone moved from the axial location toward the rotation plane, the harmonic contribution of propeller noise became more evident, while the broadband term decreased, and then eventually the harmonic contribution dominated over the other contributions in proximity of the rotational plane. Following these conclusions, the microphone was attached to the anechoic room ceiling and lay in the intersection of two planes: the rotation plane and the vertical plane along the longitudinal axis of the wind-tunnel. The sensor was placed out of the air stream one diameter from the center of the propeller rotation, and the microphone locations were outside of the turbulent shear layer TSL. The position of the microphone relative to the propeller is shown in Figure 6.

The propellers were driven by an electro motor M, which provided a power of 102 kW at a rotational speed of 1780 revolutions per minute (rpm). The motor pylon was mounted to an aerodynamically shaped strut SS which was securely anchored to the floor by means of steel tracks embedded into it (the floor and the supporting strut were then covered with acoustic foams). Power was supplied by a 240 V three-phase electrical bus and controlled from the observation room. This allowed the experimenter to operate both the data acquisition software and experimental apparatus from one location set in an adjacent room where a designated control desk was set. The motor controller of choice was selected due to its external display (indicating motor rotational speed) and compatibility with an external potentiometer used to finely adjusts the motor’s revolutions per minute. In order to mount the propellers on the shaft of the motor, an aluminum adapter was produced, to ensure that the ambient noise, which also includes the noise from the electrical motor itself, is not excessively high. The total sound pressure level of the motor was 39 dB at a free stream velocity of 30.0 m/s. A set of measurements was taken with the free electrical motor alone, and it was found that for rotational speeds exceeding 1780 rpm the background noise was small.
2.2 Propellers

Three different propellers were used (Figure 7. a, b and c). The skin of first propeller (Figure 7. a) imitated the cover hollow wing scale of the *Papilio nireus* butterfly (Figure 3. b). This skin called smooth butterfly skin with a hollow region (SBSwHR) (Figure 7. a) was 400 times life size (the thickness was 1.2 mm) (Figure 7. a, b). SBSwHR was composed of two layers. The upper metal wall UW (the thickness was 0.5 mm) and the lower metal wall LW (the thickness was 0.2 mm) were separated by an air cavity AC (0.5 mm in clear spacing) Figure 7. d). Both metal layers were joined by vertical supports VS. The facing surface and opposite side of the UW were smooth. The external wall (UW) provided with diagonally staggered rows of round perforation (hole diameter was 0.5 mm). The porosity of the UW was 40 percent. This metal wall was manufactured by ANDRITZ Fiedler Company. The lower metal wall LW was similar to a thin sheet. Since, the propeller blade shape was very complex and different, the blade was made with eleven butterfly skin segments: S₁, S₂, S₃,…, S₁₁ (Figure 7. a). The butterfly skin segments were formed around the blade. Initially, every segment was supported by the propeller body and was affixed on the smooth outer surface of the propeller blade. Then, the segments were disposed very close to each other (Figure 7. g). Finally, every abutment joint (AJ) was covered with glue putty (GP) and was formed a flush joint (FJ) (Figure 7. h). The structural design of the SBSwHR is similar both to one of the micro perforated panel (Figure 5. b) and to one of the passive porosity (Figure 5. c).

The skin of the second propeller imitated the cover porous wing scale of the *Pieris rapae* butterfly (Figure 3. j) and the cover porous wing scale of the *Delias nigrina* butterfly (Figure 3. h). This skin called smooth butterfly skin with a porous region (SBSwPR) (Figure 7. b) was 800 times life size (the thickness was 1.2 mm) (Figure 7). SBSwPR was composed of free layers (Figure 7). The experimental studies by Pechan and Sencu [94] and by Hamacawa et al. [95] showed that various surface imperfections (groove, ridge and et cetera) of the propeller blade [94] or of the airfoil [95] may generate the noise. So, the facing surface and opposite side of UW were smooth. The upper metal wall UW of the SBSwPR was geometrically similar to the UW of the SBSwHR. The lower metal wall LW was similar to a thin sheet.
Figure 7. Front view of three propellers.

a. propeller with SBSwHR, b. propeller with SBSwPR, c. propeller with one-piece skin, d. a vertical cross-section of the smooth butterfly skin with a hollow region in axonometric plane, e. a
vertical cross-section of the smooth butterfly skin with a porous region in axonometric plane, f. 3D computer tomography of the sintered powder stuffing in axonometric plane, g. fragment from adjoining segments of SBSwHR with matched joint, h. fragment from adjoining segments of SBSwHR with putty flush joint.

SBSwHR - smooth butterfly skin with a hollow region, S1, S2, S3,..., S11 - butterfly skin segments, UW - upper metal wall, AC - air cavity, VS - vertical support, LW - lower metal wall, SPS - sintered powder stuffing, SBSwPR - smooth butterfly skin with a porous region, AP - aluminum powder, IP - inter particle porosity, O-PS - one-piece skin, AJ - abutment joint, GP - glue putty, FJ - flush joint.

The air hole between UW and LW and the round hole perforations of the UW were filled with porosity material. The sintered powder stuffing SPS was manufactured by ZMBDB. The thickness of the UW was 0.5 mm, the thickness of the SPS was 0.5 mm and thickness of the LW was 0.2 mm. The aluminum powder AP sizes were in the range of 50 to 65 µm, and inter particle porosity IP was 35 per cent (Figure 7. f). The facing surface of the UW was disposed flush the exterior surface of the powder stuffing (Figure 7. l). The sintered production process is described in detail in work [96]. A brief description of this process is submitted follows. Initially a hydraulic press, cold-molding die was made. Then, an aluminum powder with an incorporated amount phenolic binder was poured into the die. Next, the die assembly was jogged to settle the powder, and baked at 230° C to cure the phenolic binder. Finally, the stuff was removed from the die in the molded-and-cured form ready for sintering. The stuffing was sintered at 560° C for four hours in vacuum of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ to $1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr. This sintered process used the aluminum powders, which were manufactured by Valimet Inc. Similar to the first propeller which the SBSwHS, the blade of second propeller was made with eleven segments of the SBSwPR (Figure 7. b). Similarity these butterfly skin segments were formed around the blade, and as well each segment affixed on the smooth outer surface of the second propeller blade, and were disposed very close to each other, and formed a putty flush joint. For the structural design of the SBSwPR there are not equivalents in the modern porous media.

Since the SBSwHR and the SBSwPR imitated the cover wing scales of one order – *Lepidoptera*, so I incorporated both these skins (SBSwHR and SBSwPR) into one group – ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ - BAS.

It is the principal concern of this study to qualitatively determine the effect of butterfly skin on the rotating propeller acoustic. Therefore, the metal skin (O-PS) of the third propeller was one-piece, smooth and airproof. The skin thickness was 1.2 mm. The blades of the third propeller were hand-finished (Figure 7. c) to highly smooth and polished surfaces, using 12000 - grit sand paper. The skin was chaped around the blade, and was affixed on the smooth outer surface of the third propeller blade. All the three propellers had identical geometric parameters: airfoil sections (NACA 2415), diameter (1200 mm), thickness, chord and pitch. The acoustical properties of the third propeller were compared with that of the first and second propellers.

### 3. Results

This section presents the acoustic results for the three propellers. The discussion focuses on the blade passing frequency (BPF) tones of these propellers. Figure 8. a, b and c corresponding to the blade skin displayed in Figure. 8 for rotational speed 1780 rpm. The frequency along the horizontal axis ranges from 0 to 3,800 Hz, covering both the narrowband and the broadband parts of the total noise. The harmonic part is shown in the lower frequency range (e. g. from 0 to approximately 3,250 Hz for smooth skin in Figure 8. a, and from 0 to approximately 2,200 Hz for hollow skin in Figure 8. b). The tonal noise levels represent most of the contribution to the total noise (Figure 8. a and b), while the broadband noise represents only a small portion.
Initially, I examined the smooth rotating propeller acoustics. Figure 8.a displays the near field narrowband SPS spectra in the rotor plane. In this plane the fundamental BPF ton 1 and its higher harmonics up to tone 6 is dominant. The peak of the tone 1 is 25 dB above the broadband noise. Figure 8. a shows that rotating propeller generated tones at harmonics of 567 Hz at high levels over 65 dB extending from low frequencies to approximately 2,700 Hz. These rotating propeller tones begin at 82.6 dB and drop to approximately 63 dB at 3,250 Hz. The total sound pressure level OSPL of the rotating propeller with the smooth skin, which takes into account the entire frequency domain (0…100 kHz), is 56.5 dB.

![SPL spectra](image)

Figure 8 Near field SPL spectra for the rotating propeller with smooth skin (a), hollow skin (b) and porous hollow skin (c).

Then, I examine the impact of the hollow skin on rotating propeller acoustics. Figure 8. b plots the near field noise narrow band and broadband SPL spectra from rotating propeller with the hollow skin in the rotor plane. Multiple peaks are observed on the spectrum. Examining the spectrum I
clearly distinguish tones 1, 2, 3 and 4. I observe a temperate content of tones, with the principal ones labeled. The fundamental BPF tones 1 and 2 are dominant and have similar magnitude. The next stronger tones 3 and 4 are about 3 dB lower than the dominant tones. Higher harmonics 5 and 6 are buried in the broadband noise. The maximum peak level of the spectrum is approximately 18.6 dB lower than the higher harmonic 1 of the propeller with the smooth skin at 567 Hz. Therefore, this skin is effective to reduce the tonal noise from the rotating propeller. On the other hand, the broad band noise is slightly increased from 2,300 Hz to 3,800 Hz for the rotating propeller with hollow skin (Figure 8. b). One of the main mechanisms of generating higher amplitude broad band noise is the turbulent boundary layer flow developing over the porous outer surface of the hollow skin. The skin increases the velocity disturbance in the boundary layer on the porous outer surface of the rotating propeller, and increases the turbulent noise [97]. The total sound pressure level OSPL of the rotating propeller with the hollow skin, is 54.2 dB. A quantitative comparison of the sound pressure levels shows that the total sound level of the rotating propeller with the hollow skin is more than 2 dB lower with respect to the one with the smooth skin. This result compares well with the noise reduction of a stator vane by passive porosity [80].

Finally, I examine the impact of the porous hollow skin on the rotating propeller acoustics. Figure 8. c displays the near field noise from rotating propeller with the porous hollow skin in the rotor plane. No peaks are formed in the spectra – all harmonics are buried in the broadband noise. The broad band part dominates over the other contributions in the rotor plane. Based on the spectra results (Figure 8. c), it seems that the most effective mechanism of reducing the acoustic waves in the harmonic part of the noise spectrum is the rotating propeller with the porous hollow skin. Moreover, Figure 8. c shows a slight decrease in the broad band noise level from 2,300 Hz to 3,800 Hz for the propeller. It is clear that the porous hollow skin is more efficient in reducing broadband noise than the hollow skin. This suggests that the porous diameter of the porous hollow skin (0.1 mm) is less efficient in exciting the turbulent noise than the one of the hollow skin (0.5 mm). The total sound pressure level OSPL of the rotating propeller with the porous hollow skin, is 52.5 dB. A quantitative comparison of the sound pressure levels shows that the total sound pressure level of the rotating propeller with the porous hollow skin is more than 1.5 dB lower with respect to the one with the hollow skin and is more than 4 dB lower with respect to the one with the smooth skin. The latter result compares well with the noise reduction of the porous-bladed fan given by Chanaud et al [75].

4. Discussion

4.1. Propeller noise reduction

The major propeller noise components are thickness noise (due to the volume displacement of the blades), steady-loading noise (due to the steady forces on the blades), unsteady-loading noise (due to circumferentially nonuniform loading), quadrupole (nonlinear) noise, and broadband noise [68]. Each one of these components acts on the blade surfaces.

4.1.1 Noise absorption mechanism of propeller with SBSwPR

Sarradj E. and Geyer [97] showed the noise reduction mechanism by porous airfoils. I developed the mechanism of propeller noise reduction by SBSwPR on the basis of Sarradj’s and Geyer’s mechanism. Noise absorption of a propeller with SBSwPR follows three aspects. The first of these aspects is acoustic absorption. Sintered powder stuffing of SBSwPR contains through pores and micro channels so that sound waves are able to easily enter through them. When sound enters the stuffing, owing to sound pressure, air molecules oscillate in the interconnecting voids that separate
the micro granules with the frequency of the exiting sound wave. This oscillation results in frictional losses. A change in the flow direction of sound waves, together with the expansion and contraction phenomenon of flow through irregular pores, results in a loss of momentum. Owing to the exciting of sound, air molecules in the pores undergo periodic compression and relaxation. This results in change of temperature. Because of long time, large surface to volume ratios and high heat conductivity of powder stuffing, heat exchange takes place isothermally at low frequencies. At the same time in the high frequency region compression takes place adiabatically. In the frequency region between these isothermal and adiabatic compression, the heat exchange results in loss of sound energy. So, the reasons for the acoustic energy loss when sound passes through sound absorbing materials are due to: frictional losses, momentum losses and temperature fluctuations [98 and 99]. Another possible aspect is the dissipation of turbulent energy from boundary layer by the porous surface. This would also result in less broad band noise generation at the trailing edge. The third aspect is the reducing influence on noise generated by the contact of turbulence with leading edge and also on other noise generation components. In addition, scattering of the micro granules also influences the absorption of sound energy inside the powder stuffing.

4.1.1 Propeller noise reduction mechanism by SBSwHR

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure: 9 The influence of the sound wave W on the SBSwHR, drawn in axonometric.
AC – air cavity; W - sound wave, UW – upper wall, LW – lower wall, +P – high pressure region, -P – low pressure region.

It is well known, that fan noise reduction can be achieved either by design aiming for it at the source or by incorporating acoustic treatment to absorb the noise produced by the source [78]. Approaches to reduce noise at the source are based on the fact that any of the significant noise generating mechanisms is related to unsteady, periodic forces acting on the surfaces of rotating fan, and caused by gust-type disturbances. These unsteady forces give rise to acoustic perturbations that propagate through the fan duct and radiate as noise. The noise level generated from this source is directly proportional to the magnitude of the fluctuating lift force. Thus, any reduction in this fluctuating force would result in a reduction in noise.

Tinetty A.F. et al. [78] shows the mechanism to reduce interaction noise in turbo machinery by passive porosity on the stator vane. I developed the mechanism of a propeller noise reduction by SBSwHR on the basis of Tinetty’s mechanism. Figure 9 shows a schematic drawing of what may be assumed to happen. In Figure 9 I plotted a local sound wave W in (Y-Z-X) plane around a fragment of SBSwHR in an axonometric view. A rotating propeller produces unsteady and periodic forces acting on the porous outer surface of SBSwHR, which result in sound wave radiation. The sound wave produces the high – pressure region +P and the low – pressure region –P on the upper...
wall (UW). The regions with a pressure difference are connected by porous of the UW and by the air cavity AC. Therefore, the air is transferred through the AC in a direction from the high-pressure region +P to the low-pressure region -P. Thus, the pressure difference between the two regions is redistributed and is reduced. For this reason the propeller noise is decreased.

4.2. Suggestions for further research of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’

There is no doubt that nature is not a constructor in the sense that an engineer is. In the last resort it is inimitable. Even so, the engineer should venture a glance at biological structures of the butterfly scale, he will hardly find a readymade solution of his own technical problems but he may expect a variety of interesting hints.

Based on the method of noise reducing of lepidopterans both by the porous structure of wing appendages and by the porous structure of the moth body coverage, which evolved for many million years through a natural selection, I present both the future of propeller design with different designs of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ which reduce noise emission, and the classification of the skin.

By analogy with the scale coverage of lepidopterans, ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ (BAS) could be classified as thin type (thin BAS) and thick type (thick BAS). The first type of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ is formed around the propeller blade PB and is affixed on the outer propeller surface (Figure 10.a, b and c). Moreover, by analogy with the scale coverage of lepidopterans, the structure of the thin ‘butterfly skin’ could be categorized as two groups: one with constant clear spacing of the air cavity SBSwHR or SPS of SBSwPR (Figure 10.a) and the other with variable clear spacing of air cavity or skin thickness of SPS (Figure 10.b and 10.c). The first group imitates the butterfly scale coverage (Figure 1); the second group imitates the moth scale coverage (Figure 4). The height of the air cavity is decreased in direction from the blade root BR to the blade tip BT ($h_{ftr} > h_{ftr}$, $h_{rtr} > h_{rtr}$, $h_{fbr} > h_{fbr}$, $h_{rbr} > h_{rbr}$), and in direction from the leading edge LE to the trailing edge TE ($h_{ftr} > h_{ftr}$, $h_{ftr} > h_{ftr}$, $h_{ftr} > h_{ftr}$, $h_{ftr} > h_{ftr}$); the clear spacing of the scale coverage which is attached to the lower blade surface LBS is more than one of the upper blade surface UBS ($h_{fbr} > h_{fbr}$, $h_{rbr} > h_{rbr}$, $h_{fbr} > h_{fbr}$, $h_{rbr} > h_{rbr}$) (Figure 10. c).

Experimental tests with porosity materials reveal that double porosity materials can achieve larger low frequency sound absorption compared to single porosity materials [100]. Consequently, UW (upper metal wall of SBSwHR) (Figure 10. a) could have double porosity structure: first porosity of the external wall is formed by rows of round perforation (Figure 10.a.1), secondly porosity of UW is formed by interparticle pores (Figure 10.a.2).
Figure 10 Different structural designs of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ on parallel plans form propellers.
a. propeller blade with constant clear spacing of BAS, a.1. a vertical cross-section of BAS with double porosity structure of upper metal wall, drawn in axonometric, a.2. second porosity structure of upper wall (3D computed tomography in axonometric plane), b. propeller root with variable air cavity of BAS, c. propeller tip with variable air cavity of BAS. d – thick type of BAS, d.1 – a vertical cross-section of the thick BAS, e. mono-segment type of BAS, f. propeller with multi-segment type of BAS in assembled condition, g. propeller with multi-segment type of BAS in
disassembled condition, h. sandwich structure of BAS, h. 1 vertical cross-section of the multi-layered group, drawn in axonometric, i. hybrid structure of BAS, i. 1 vertical cross-section of the hybrid structure of BAS, j. normal camber group of thick type BAS (the Figure is rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise about the center of the Figure), j. 1 vertical cross-section of the normal camber group of thick type BAS, drawn in axonometric, k. parallel camber group of thick type BAS,

\[ h_{fbt} \] – forward clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on bottom of propeller root, \[ h_{frt} \] – forward clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on top of propeller root, \[ h_{fbr} \] – forward clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on bottom of propeller tip, \[ h_{ftr} \] – forward clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on top of propeller tip, \[ h_{rbr} \] – rear clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on bottom of propeller root, \[ h_{rrt} \] – rear clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on top of propeller root, \[ h_{rtt} \] – rear clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on top of propeller root, \[ h_{brt} \] – rear clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on bottom of propeller tip, \[ h_{brt} \] – rear clear spacing of SBswHp (or thickness of SPS) on bottom of propeller root.


It is well known, that the ability of porous material to absorb acoustic energy is increased in direct proportion to the thickness of a material [101 and 102]. But, if the thin skin thickness is significantly increases, it will cause an undesirable increase in the propeller overall dimensions and propeller weight. In contrast to it, the thick type of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ is formed around the propeller spar (PS) and is affixed on the spar (Figure 10.d). UW of the ‘butterfly skin’ forms both the upper blade surface (UBS) (Figure 10.e) and the propeller blade shape. The space around the PS is filled with the porous material (PM). UW is supported from the inside with solid partitions (SP) and PM (Figure 10.d).

The thick ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ could also be classified as mono-segment type (Figure 10.e) and multi-segment type (Figure 10.f). First type of thick BAS is made as one-piece segment (Figure 10.e) and the second type is made with several ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ segments (Figure 10.f). Initially, these segments are manufactured, then they are dressed (more precisely, are strung) on the propeller spar, which, in the end, is attached to the propeller hub (H) (Figure 10.g). Since the porous structure has negative effect on the mechanical properties of a construction (the pores tend to decrease the mechanical strength [103], so the propeller spar PS and propeller blade PB (Figure 10) have a solid structure.

By analog with the scale coverage of the lepidopterans, the porous material PM of the thick BAS can be categorized as two groups: one – mono-layered – with uniform porosity (Figure 10.d), and the other – multi-layered (sandwich) – with differential porosity (Figure 10.h). The first group of thick skin imitates the butterfly scale coverage (ure. 1.c). The porous material of the second group has distinct layers with differential porosity. For example, Figure 10.h.1 shows the concept of thick BAS with three layers: L_{1}, L_{2} and L_{3}, having different micro - configurations (Figure 10.h.1) (for example: cellular, fibrous or granular). The second group of thick BAS imitates the cabbage moth scale coverage (Figure 4).

Hybrid structure (Figure 10.i) of thick BAS could be used to increase the sound absorbing capabilities of the ‘butterfly acoustical skin’. The hybrid structure is constructed with distinct regions of different materials. For example, Figure 10.i.1 shows concept of a hybrid structure with a face porous layer (L_{fp}), air cavity (AC) and two inner porous layers (L_{2} and L_{3}). These porous layers and air cavity that in themselves would not be useful as an acoustic absorber could be incorporated as part of hybrid structure of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ to yield an efficient acoustic absorber.
Another propeller noise reduction structure of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ could be used. It is a chamber structure (Figure 10. j and 10. k). The chamber structure is constructed with a face porous layer (Lfp) and internal resonant chambers (IRC). Lfp forms the upper blade surface and the Lfp is supported from the inside with IRC and solid partitions (SP). By analogy with an acoustic line [84] and a soft vane [89] the chamber structure of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ could be categorized as two groups: normal and parallel. The internal chambers or Helmholtz resonators of the first group are normal to the chord axes (CA) (Figure 10. j.1) and those of the second group are parallel to the chord axes (Figure 10.k). The first group of the chamber structure imitates the arrangement of moth appendages on the head vertex (Figure 4. d); the second group of the chamber structure imitates the arrangement of butterfly scales on insect wings.

By analogy with a structure of the scale coverage on the forewing of the cabbage moth (Figure 4), the structural design of the tip segment (TS) of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ could be presented as a thin type (Figure 10.a) or as a parallel chamber group of thick BAS (Figure 10.k); the design of either the middle segment (MS) could be presented as mono-layered group (Figure 10.d), or as a multi-layered one (Figure 10.h), or as a hybrid structure (Figure 10.i); and the design of root segment (RS) could be presented as a normal chamber group of thick BAS (Figure 10.j).

‘Butterfly acoustical skin’ will become a very effective means to improve acoustic performances of the propeller-based propulsion systems. A higher acoustical performance of propeller blades with BAS can improve flying quality, safety, and comfort of passengers and residents of airport neighborhood. It can reduce detectability in military operations (detection of an aircraft with this propeller by an enemy’s passive acoustic system can be difficult). In addition to the aircraft, the butterfly skin could also be used in jet engines and in submarines.

5. Conclusion

The potential of the ‘butterfly acoustical skin’, as a new method of reduction aero acoustical noise for a quiet propeller, has been evaluated.

This topic is particularly relevant due to the increase of the propellers for civil and military purposes with multiple operational issues. The quietness and efficiency of the propulsive system are key aspects in the design of advanced aerial vehicles and very often can lead to the success or failure of a mission.

Attention was initially directed to this problem by observation of the porous scales and porous scale coverage of lepidopterans as well as other studies indicating the noise suppression of flying lepidopterans by wing appendages; the property of the moth coverage allows these insects to overcome bat’s attacks at night. These appendages are very small (size: 30 – 200 µm) and have a various porous structure. Many different micro – and nanostructures of the porous scales and many differences in details among various structures of the porous scale coverage of lepidopterans were discussed. I considered here only the porous scales of the butterflies Papilio nireus, Nieris rapae, Deelias nigrina, male Callophrys rubi, male Polyommatus daphnis, butterfly Papilio palinurus as well porous scale coverage of the cabbage moth, the moth of Saturniidae family and a moth of Noctuoidea family. The evolutionary history of lepidopterans and the properties of lepidopterans scale coverage were briefly described. Different methods of reducing aero acoustical noise of aircrafts were discussed.

The design of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a hollow region imitates the cover hollow wing scale of the Papilio nireus butterfly. The design of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a porous region imitates the cover hollow wing scale of the Pieris rapae butterfly, and from the cover hollow wing scale of the Delias nigrina butterfly. The results illustrate the influence of ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ structure on the acoustic performances of two – bladed propeller. The studies show that the noise
reduction of a rotating propeller, at a Reynolds number of 200000, by smooth ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a porous region is 4 dB, and the noise reduction of a propeller by smooth ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ with a hollow region is 2 dB. The modification of acoustical effects on the rotating propeller with ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ was due both to an acoustic absorption, to a dissipation of turbulent energy, to a reducing influence on noise generated and to reducing the pressure difference.

Based on the method of reducing noise of lepidopterans both by porous structure of wing appendages and by porous structure of moth body coverage, which evolved for many million years through a natural selection, I show different designs of future ‘butterfly acoustical skin’, by analogy with a structure of scale and of scale coverage of lepidopterans.

It was determined in qualitative researches that the ‘butterfly acoustical skin’ influenced on the acoustic performances of two-bladed propeller. Other studies of ‘butterfly skin’ shoved that the skin increased the lift force and reduced the wing vibration. An experimental investigation of the effect of BAS on vibration and aerodynamic performances of propeller was not within the scope of this experiment. A full explanation, with different wind speeds and blade RPM, must await more detailed studies. But it does not seem unreasonable to suggest the possibility of some optimal BAS geometry and its structure to further augment thrust and reduce the noise and vibration of propeller.
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